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'Card shower' for Max Desfor
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Max pictured in front of image of himself during Korean War.

Colleagues,
Good Friday morning!
Max Desfor, AP's oldest retiree and one of the most distinguished
photojournalists to ever carry a camera, will celebrate his 102nd birthday on
Sunday, November 8.
I invite his Connecting colleagues to take part in a "card shower" to honor him on
his special day.
Send your card to the following address:
Max Desfor
15115 Interlachen Drive.  Apt 1018
Silver Spring, MD  20906
From a 2004 AP Images spotlight on Max:
Few people were eyewitnesses to more 20th Century history than Max Desfor.
On Dec. 7, 1941, the Associated Press staff photographer was covering a
Washington football game when he heard the stadium's public address system
calling for military personnel to immediately report for duty.
Desfor assumed that something important was happening and dutifully called the
office. With that he learned of the attack on Pearl Harbor and, at the age of 28,
Desfor was launched on a career in international photojournalism that spanned
decades.
He covered the Pacific Theater during World War II, including the scorched earth of
Hiroshima in the weeks following the atomic bomb blast, and was aboard the USS
Missouri to document the Japanese surrender ceremony.
Desfor went on to cover the Korean War, winning a 1951 Pulitzer Prize for
Photography for a portfolio of images. One particular photo, showing civilians
struggling across the mangled girders of a bridge in bitter cold weather, became an
iconic image of that war. Desfor returned to Seoul in 2010 for an exhibition of
Pulitzer Prize photos, and a display of his work, "The Forgotten War," now tours
Korea.
But Desfor was far more than a war photographer - he covered much of Asia,
including China and Japan, and especially India as it gained independence from
Britain. His 1946 photo of Mahatma Gandhi and Jawaharlal Nehru became the



basis for an Indian postage stamp and is still
revered in India today.
Desfor continued as a photographer and
editor for most of his 47-year AP career,
eventually becoming a photo manager at
New York headquarters. In the 1970s, he
moved to U.S. News and World Report as
the magazine's director of photography. 
In
2012,

Desfor, then 98, married his friend and
companion Shirley Belasco, who was 90 at
the time. The couple celebrated Max's 100th birthday with family and friends at the
National Press Club in Washington last November. 
-0-
Earlier this year, Max's wife Shirley died on June 21 at the age of 93.
A portfolio of some of Max's best work can be found in this New York Times Lens
Blog column from 2013 - 
http://lens.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/10/28/chronicler-of-war-nears-100-and-
counting/?_r=0
I hope you will take a moment out of your day today to send him a card. Don't
worry if it arrives late - he will appreciate it all the same.
Paul
 
 

AP among media outlets
suing Kansas governor over open
records
The Wichita Eagle
WICHITA - Three media organizations are suing Kansas Gov. Sam Brownback and
two others in his administration under the Kansas Open Records Act, seeking the
public disclosure of documents related to the appointment of a magistrate judge to
replace another who retired before the end of his term.
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The lawsuit filed late Wednesday by the Associated
Press, the Hutchinson News and the Kansas Press
Association, follows a flurry of media requests for more
transparency in the appointment to a usually elected
position.

The administration has repeatedly refused to release
application documents, saying the material is exempt
under the Kansas Open Records Act.
Click here to read more.
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A visit to the Playboy mansion  with his wife

Mike Harris - Jim Hood's story about throwing a press release in the trash
reminded me of a story from my first year with AP.
 
Working the overnight in the Chicago bureau on Sunday, I was alone in the office
from 2 a.m. to 6 a.m. One particularly boring shift, all I had to do was update the
hourly broadcast headlines and edit some copy for the interbureau wire. That left
lots of free time. Almost in desperation for something to do, I began opening what
was mostly a pile of junk mail on the supervisor's desk. The return address on one
of the letters was The Playboy Club. Turns out it was an invitation to a party at the
Chicago mansion celebrating the bunny of the year. I was pretty sure it would go
straight into the trash if I left it on the supervisor's desk. Instead, I pocketed it. The
next week, I was working 4 p.m. to midnight and, upon arrival, asked the supervisor
if there would be any objection to me going to this party later that week on my day
off. He said it might make a good feature and gave me the OK.
 
Here's where it gets a little strange. I was a virtual
newlywed and was not about to go to a party at the
Playboy mansion without my wife's knowledge and
permission. I brought it up to Judy and she said,
``Hey, that would be interesting.'' So I called the PR
person listed on the letter, told her I planned to cover
her event and asked if I could bring my wife. There
was a pause - and I think a snort of laughter - and
she said, ``Sure, why not?''
 
On the appointed night, we dressed up nicely and
made our way to this wonderful old brick mansion
near Chicago's Magnificent Mile. We were greeted
warmly by some beautiful and well-dressed women
and told to enjoy ourselves. There were drinks and
cocktails in the parlor and a game room in the
basement, accessible by stairs or a convenient fire pole, and more beautiful
women everywhere.
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As we stood sipping a drink and watching the beautiful people doing their thing
around the room, Hugh Hefner arrived on the scene in his standard uniform of silk
pajamas and robe with a pipe in his mouth. He started around the room, greeting
and welcoming everyone. Judy leaned over to me and whispered, ``I really don't
want to meet him.'' I said, ``I don't think you have a choice.''
 
Hefner finally walked up to us and introduced himself. I said, ``Mr. Hefner, I'm Mike
Harris from the Associated Press and this is my wife, Judy.'' He was every cordial,
thanking me for coming and then tried to shake Judy's hand. Her drink slipped a bit
and splashed his silk robe, prompting an embarrassed Judy to try to wipe it with
her napkin and embarrassing her even more.
 
Hefner was as nice as he could be, telling her it was nothing. To save the moment,
he asked what she did for work or hobby. When she replied that she was a
volunteer at Lincoln Park Zoo, his interest perked up considerably. Than ensued a
five-minute conversation about zoos and animals since Hefner was a patron of that
world. Meanwhile, it seems everyone in the room was watching them, wondering
who this young lady was who had stopped Hefner in his tracks. Finally, he said,
``Well, I'd best get to my other guests. You two have fun. See you at the zoo,'' and
he was gone.
 
Later, after the tasteful and, thankfully short, bunny of the year ceremony, we tried
the fire pole and found that the pool downstairs was inhabited by the cast of the
musical Hair, most of them wearing little more than their birthday suits. Bob
Newhart showed up and held court for a while in the game room. All in all, it was a
very entertaining evening and one we would never have experienced if I
hadn't gotten bored while working the overnight.
 
-0-
 
Bock invited to discuss renaissance of Cubs

Hal Bock - I've been invited to participate on a baseball panel sponsored by
the Washington Independent Review of Books next April. I'll be discussing the
renaissance of the Chicago Cubs and my new book The Last Chicago Cubs
Dynasty, which will be published a couple of weeks before this event.

The keynote speaker at the conference will be Pulitzer winner Bob Woodward. It's
nice to be on a panel with journalistic royalty.
 
(Hal retired in January 2004 after 40 years, all in New York Sports, and then
taught for seven years at Long Island University.)
 
-0-
   
St. Louis 1904 Olympics

Craig Klugman -  on observing the list of St. Louis AP correspondents in
Thursday's Connecting:  



I don't know how AP covered the 3rd Olympics, which were in St. Louis in 1904.
S.B Hench was the bureau chief then, and he had a helluva challenge. The games
last five months -about half, the marathon runners.
 
-0-
 
The twominute rule

Len Iwanski - When I was working in AP's Albany, New York, bureau in the
1980s, we had what we called "the two-minute rule" for dealing with flacks who
visited our office in the Albany Times Union with news releases in hand: Accept the
handout gracefully, and if it was obviousIy something we didn't want, wait two
minutes after the publicist leaves before throwing it in the trash. It was intended to
avoid embarrassment if the visitor should pop back in after leaving, as described by
Jim Hood in Thursday's Connecting.
 
-0-
 
More on pet peeves about words, phrases
 
Peggy Walsh - Another huge peeve: TV people saying "take a listen." 
 
-0-
 
Dave Lubeski - Pet Peeves - Working in sports I was always careful to say "Kansas City
won its first World Series in 30 years" and not KC won their first... The Royals
won their first...
 
I was watching Jeopardy yesterday when one of the contestants said, "me and my
friends were working on a school project...." Really? a Jeopardy contestant? Good
thing grammar wasn't one of the categories. 
 
-0-
 
Bob Daugherty - What does the 'crack of dawn' sound like ?
 
-0-
 
And from John E. McIntyre of The Baltimore Sun:
 
Maybe it's time to abandon your dog whistle edits
 "Dog whistle editing" is attention to distinctions of usage that only other copy
editors can hear.
Perhaps the most notorious of these wastes of time and attention is the over/more
than distinction, observed only by American newspaper editors. Seriously. When
I've mentioned this quibble to lexicographers, they've given me blank
looks, over having been in use in the sense of more than since before the Normans



corrupted Anglo-Saxon. And yet, when the Associated Press Stylebook, in a rare
outburst of good sense, dropped this entry a couple of years ago, there was a great
wailing and rending of garments, accompanied by vows to hold on to the distinction
until it is pried from cold, dead hands.
But there are more.
aggravate, irritate Supposedly one is irritated first, aggravation setting in when the
irritation grows more intense. But Merriam-Webster's Dictionary of English
Usage points out that the initial "makes worse" sense was expanded into the
"annoy" sense back in 1611.
careen, career Theodore Bernstein's Careful Writer is one of the traditional usage
manuals insisting that careen means "to tilt over to one side," as sailing ships were
once careened on beaches for repairs when no dry dock was available,
and career means "to move recklessly, at high velocity." But if you go to the Corpus
of Contemporary American English and begin sifting through the hundreds of
entries for career, you are going to find nouns. If you check out careen at COCA,
you'll find ample citations of the verb in both the "tilt" and "hurtle" senses.
The American Heritage Dictionary lists both senses for careen, without a usage
note. 
compared to, compared with The distinction is that compared to indicates only
similarities, compared with can indicate both similarities and differences. Merriam-
Webster's Dictionary of English Usage examined the evidence and found
that compare tousually indicates similarities, according to the rule, but
that compared to and compared with have become functionally interchangeable.
convince, persuade They will tell you that one is convinced of but persuaded to,
but common usage so widely allows convincing someone to do something that the
objection is idle. I used to make an effort to draw a distinction that convince is a
stronger word than persuade, because you can be persuaded to do something that
you are not convinced is right. But that distinction never got any traction with the
readers of this blog, so to hell with it.
diagnose Diseases are diagnosed, not patients, you may have been told, but
usage ignores the distinction, and has done so for some time.
gantlet, gauntlet It galls me to have to give up on this one, especially
since Garner's Modern American Usage holds that it is still a meaningful distinction
to maintain. But Garner concedes that the trend is for gauntlet to mean both the
challenge and the ordeal, and Merriam-Webster's Dictionary now merely
lists gantlet as "variant of GAUNTLET." Increasingly, this is a whistle you can only
hear if you are of a certain age.
like, such as As with over/more than, you can talk to lexicographers who will think
you slightly addled to maintain that like cannot mean such as, because they have
paid attention to centuries of usage while you have been upholding a hoary quibble
that not even the AP Stylebook insists on.
nauseous, nauseated The struggle to establish nauseous as meaning "to induce
nausea" rather than "to experience nausea" rose in mid-twentieth-century
American usage manuals, and it has never gained much ground anywhere but in
American usage manuals. When Woody Allen says in Sleeper, "Sex and death.
Two things that come but once in my lifetime, but at least after death you're not
nauseous," there is no misunderstanding what he means.
since, because There is really no warrant, historically or in contemporary common
usage, to limit since to temporal rather than causal senses. The two words are
interchangeable. The common phrase "since you asked me" is not misunderstood



in context to mean "from the time you asked" instead of "because you asked."
titled, entitled The supposed difference is that entitled, being related
to entitlement, cannot be used to mean "bearing a title." And I vaguely recall
coming across the idiosyncratic opposite warning that books
are entitled because titled means "holding a title of nobility." Here's a trick: When
you come across "Umberto Eco's novel, entitled The Name of the Rose," change it
to "Umberto Eco's novel, The Name of the Rose," and spare yourself the
aggravation.
If any of these dog whistles sound odd or unfamiliar to you, you are to be
congratulated for not having developed bad habits that you need to break.
If you know any of them, and they seem important and meaningful to you, go
ahead and maintain them; this is America. But you might want to consider whether
you should be focusing your attention on sounds that readers can actually hear.
(Shared by Randall Dickerson)
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Former L.A. Times sports columnist T.J. Simers wins $7.1 million verdict in discrimination
lawsuit against paper  (Orange County Register)
A Los Angeles County Superior Court jury on Wednesday awarded $7.1 million to
former Los Angeles Times sports columnist T.J. Simers, who contended he was
pushed out of his decades-long career because of his disability and age.
The columnist, 65, sued the Times in 2013, claiming he was fired after he suffered
a minor stroke while covering the Dodgers' and Angels' spring training in Arizona.
"The jury got it right in this type of case," said his attorney, Carney Shegerian. "Mr.
Simers has had a long, amazing career at the Times, and his columns and articles
were phenomenal until he had this on-the-job mini stroke in Arizona."
Simers was a sports columnist for The Orange County Register from September
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2013 to June 2014.
Click here to read more.
-0-
National Geographic chief says layoffs done
to avert financial derailment  (Washington Post)
The National Geographic Society's chief executive said
Wednesday that the organization decided to enact a
broad cost-cutting and layoff plan rather than wait
until a company controlled by Rupert Murdoch took
over its famous magazine and other media assets.

A day after dismissing about 180 employees and instituting other cuts, chief executive
Gary Knell said the Washington-based organization decided to act now before Murdoch's
21st Century Fox had to decide who would be dismissed when Fox completes a
$725 million deal to expand a partnership with the society on Nov. 16. "I think we were
able to offer a very generous severance package," he said.

Under a deal announced in September, the nonprofit organization will effectively sell the
magazine and its books, maps and digital properties to a partnership run by Fox, the
owner of the Fox TV network and Fox movie studio. The society will continue as an
educational charity but will retain 27 percent of the for-profit partnership, whose most
valuable asset is the National Geographic cable TV channel. Fox has had majority control
of the channel for 18 years.

Click here to read more.

-0-

'In the old days, being a journalist was about as cool as you could get'
 
A Romenesko reader writes: "In what has become a common occurrence for The
Arizona Republic, another year has gone by and the company has shed another
round of talented journalists. This time we lost them to Gannett's early retirement
buyouts. I just wanted to share this FANTASTIC letter written by an old editor of
mine commemorating his 32 years in journalism." (Martin Dolan took the buyout
and cleaned out his desk on Friday.)
From: Dolan, Martin
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2015 2:40 PM
To: [Arizona Republic staff]
Subject: What's a pica pole?

Martin Dolan

I write this fully aware that three-quarters of you have no idea who I am. Such is
life, even when you've been around a place for nearly 32 years (trust me, that was
never my goal; I just kept finding more things to keep me interested).
Click here to read more.
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Why 'Spotlight' Is the Film That Will Make Journalism Look Good Again  (Variety)
It's been nearly 40 years since "All the President's Men" turned two young
reporters into stars, inspired a generation of young people to become journalists
and conferred on the Washington Post Editor Ben Bradlee a national renown.
Now, the best journalism movie since Alan J. Pakula's classic is coming to theaters
and fans of early screenings are hoping "Spotlight," opening November 6
from Open Road Films, gives a similar boost to journalists and their profession. It
could also cement Marty Baron as the 21st century reinvention of  Bradlee.
"Spotlight" takes audiences inside the Boston Globe's 2002 investigation into how
that city's Catholic hierarchy ignored and even enabled priests who sexually
abused children. Audiences have been impressed and awards buzz is rising - for
the film, director Tom McCarthy and an ensemble cast that includes Mark Ruffalo
and Michael Keaton.
Click here to read more.
-0-
UN: One Journalist Is Killed Every 5 Days in the Line of Duty
 
Approximately one journalist is killed each week in the line of duty, according to
figures by the United Nations, which were released as the world marks the second
International Day to End Impunity Against Journalists this Monday, which this year
is centered on highlighting the growing atrocities and threats to freedom of speech,
information dissemination and democracy around the globe.
"More than 700 journalists have been killed in the last decade - one every five days
- simply for bringing news and information to the public. Many perish in the conflicts
they cover so fearlessly. But all too many have been deliberately silenced for trying
to report the truth," said Mr. Ban in a message on the second World Day.
According to the U.N., 21 percent of these cases occurred in Latin America and the
Caribbean. The area has seen 123 deaths between 2006 and 2013 - only 10.5
percent of which have been resolved. This makes it the region with the third
highest reported cases or murder, after the Middle East and North Africa, Asia and
the Pacific.
Click here to read more.
-0-
Jaded Lady  (Harper's)
 
From headlines that appeared between 1992 and 2014 in the New York Times.
Travel Light? Yeah, Right!

Limit Use of Presidential Perks? Yeah, Right.

Talk to Parents About Sex? Yeah, Right.

The City of Romance? Yeah, Right!

Don't Worry? Yeah, Right.

Mellowing with Age? Yeah, Right.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0010p3bkfOn6Gtl74cL2ohmYFFZ2Ib4_Zujb-rE7DUr2U03a_3OKLr_nfmuy5i77h1M0h7DyKc2tN2GQGUHsxEfyDQ7IBbiZTQVm5e5NJJu3RMwmoj_H2WTjAqt8tJjSp2FjZPgW88bWu0RWwtdCmORezSB84j69wMdq7tcVWmpCQ3VvE-HYqWqn1MdFQ2fBAKiCY4gduWiAd91OuanYBOYZQ==&c=iL10l7eskukGVyYnUhGx8OsEQz6GxfwBa1aItllRkC9mNnTRgmnMPw==&ch=3iCuwCk-3EgnyufA6ahpNo0KikvgGRx7xb8tPMEY1tutq96qlJ2XEg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0010p3bkfOn6Gtl74cL2ohmYFFZ2Ib4_Zujb-rE7DUr2U03a_3OKLr_nVGPhasqzhUYlEMr99vAc8FIkVn-DSLFY-WqbjM8fiQyaJp0bQb1fny35JCP-YUtQFuRfmg1L3owkKcoDBTbuOeFqr7rZee6e5v5o_0P-cUGErhKxsaj-sTioJDbSnQjJ__re9MnaxI6&c=iL10l7eskukGVyYnUhGx8OsEQz6GxfwBa1aItllRkC9mNnTRgmnMPw==&ch=3iCuwCk-3EgnyufA6ahpNo0KikvgGRx7xb8tPMEY1tutq96qlJ2XEg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0010p3bkfOn6Gtl74cL2ohmYFFZ2Ib4_Zujb-rE7DUr2U03a_3OKLr_ndVue77ZSYpDHHf2PxBAGWNfWqKxAsrph93sxFlfi6NHPIuJ9PIIGIYxUdJvmZv5rMMwMfH55Rnha72rC3bW0BjCRO3LKXqVV_eqijBfKYVfdHEbNp0xhka84QvOJkaRf7nNjT3vW3_Q&c=iL10l7eskukGVyYnUhGx8OsEQz6GxfwBa1aItllRkC9mNnTRgmnMPw==&ch=3iCuwCk-3EgnyufA6ahpNo0KikvgGRx7xb8tPMEY1tutq96qlJ2XEg==
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King of My Castle? Yeah, Right.

Come as You Are? Hardly.

Truth or Consequences? Hardly.

No Child Left Behind? Hardly.

Those Were the Good Old Days? Hardly.

True Grit? Not So Much, Anymore.

Elite? Not So Much Anymore.

A Wonderful Life? Not So Much.

A Faux Pas? Get Over It!

Madoff Victims, Get Over It.

Geeks, You Are No Longer Victims. Get Over It.

The Cold War: Get Over It.

Food; Get Over It.

Click here for link to this story. Shared by Paul Shane.

-0-

Tribune Publishing will be moving all of its newspapers to a
metered paywall model next year  (Nieman)

Newspapers across the country are still tinkering to find the right digital paywall
model. Today, Tribune Publishing - embattled owner of the Los Angeles Times, the
Chicago Tribune, The Baltimore Sun, and several other regional papers -
announced that it would be moving all its titles to ametered model starting next
year.
Tribune digital chief Denise Warren announced the change in an earnings call
Thursday morning. Politico reports:
Click here to read more.
 

Today in History - November 6,
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2015
By The Associated Press

Today is Friday, Nov. 6, the 310th day of 2015. There are 55 days left in the year.

Today's Highlight in History:

On Nov. 6, 1860, former Illinois congressman Abraham Lincoln defeated three
other candidates for the presidency: John Breckinridge, John Bell and Stephen
Douglas.

On this date:

In 1632, King Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden was killed in battle.

In 1854, America's "March King," John Philip Sousa, was born in Washington, D.C.

In 1861, Confederate President Jefferson Davis was elected to a six-year term of
office.

In 1928, in a first, the results of Republican Herbert Hoover's presidential election
victory over Democrat Alfred E. Smith were flashed onto an electric wraparound
sign on the New York Times building.

In 1934, Nebraska voters approved dissolving their two-chamber legislature in



favor of a nonpartisan, single (or "unicameral") legislative body, which was
implemented in 1937.

In 1944, British official Lord Moyne was assassinated in Cairo, Egypt, by members
of the Zionist Stern gang.

In 1956, President Dwight D. Eisenhower won re-election, defeating Democrat
Adlai E. Stevenson.

In 1962, Democrat Edward M. Kennedy was elected Senator from Massachusetts.

In 1977, 39 people were killed when the Kelly Barnes Dam burst, sending a wall of
water through Toccoa Falls College in Georgia.

In 1984, President Ronald Reagan won re-election by a landslide over former Vice
President Walter Mondale, the Democratic challenger.

In 1990, about one-fifth of the Universal Studios backlot in southern California was
destroyed in an arson fire.

In 2012, President Barack Obama was elected to a second term of office, defeating
Republican challenger Mitt Romney.

Ten years ago: An overnight tornado killed 25 people in southwestern Indiana. In a
clear jab at Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez (OO'-goh CHAH'-vez), President
George W. Bush, in Brazil, called on Latin Americans to boldly defend strong
democratic institutions. French President Jacques Chirac (zhahk shih-RAHK')

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0010p3bkfOn6Gtl74cL2ohmYFFZ2Ib4_Zujb-rE7DUr2U03a_3OKLr_nVGPhasqzhUY_J1vfe3WbMas0euc7WmTzT0ZJg7vJN_WWfNPYVNG4bTSGv_4TL-dp3Me2RYd4FJ8RvYatMvmBoC1ddHcsaO8Wvyr6tDPIaWtHiWvZ1sKLY1sLFNTE9T4tbpE_VT8sTPAjzKHGP-jXoDZI8REjX_bmEMoUMLXRs3g&c=iL10l7eskukGVyYnUhGx8OsEQz6GxfwBa1aItllRkC9mNnTRgmnMPw==&ch=3iCuwCk-3EgnyufA6ahpNo0KikvgGRx7xb8tPMEY1tutq96qlJ2XEg==


promised arrests, trials and punishment in the wake of urban unrest that had
spread to central Paris.

Five years ago: President Barack Obama opened his 10-day Asia trip on a somber
note in Mumbai, India, where he memorialized victims of devastating terror attacks
two years earlier, declaring, "We'll never forget." A Yemeni judge ordered police to
find Anwar al-Awlaki, a radical U.S.-born cleric, "dead or alive" after the al-Qaida-
linked preacher failed to appear at his trial for his role in the killing of foreigners.
(Al-Awlaki was killed in a U.S. drone strike in the mountains of Yemen on Sept. 30,
2011.)

One year ago: The march toward same-sex marriage across the U.S. hit a
roadblock when a federal appeals court upheld laws against the practice in four
states: Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky and Tennessee. (A divided U.S. Supreme Court
overturned the laws in June 2015.) Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
reassured Jordan's King Abdullah that he would not yield to increasing demands by
some members of his center-right coalition to allow Jews to pray at a Muslim-run
holy site in Jerusalem.

Today's Birthdays: Actress June Squibb is 86. Country singer Stonewall Jackson is
83. Singer Eugene Pitt (The Jive Five) is 78. Singer P.J. Proby is 77. Country
singer Guy Clark is 74. Actress Sally Field is 69. Pop singer-musician Glenn Frey
(The Eagles) is 67. Singer Rory Block is 66. Jazz musician Arturo Sandoval is 66.
TV host Catherine Crier is 61. News correspondent and former California first lady
Maria Shriver is 60. Actress Lori Singer is 58. Actor Lance Kerwin is 55. Rock
musician Paul Brindley (The Sundays) is 52. Education Secretary Arne Duncan is
51. Rock singer Corey Glover is 51. Actor Brad Grunberg is 51. Actor Peter
DeLuise is 49. Actress Kelly Rutherford is 47. Actor Ethan Hawke is 45. Chef/TV
judge Marcus Samuelsson is 45. Actress Thandie Newton is 43. Model-actress
Rebecca Romijn (roh-MAYN') is 43. Actress Zoe McLellan is 41. Actress Nicole
Dubuc is 37. Actress Taryn Manning is 37. Basketball player Lamar Odom is 36.
Actress Patina Miller (TV: "Madam Secretary") is 31. Actress Katie Leclere (LEH'-
klehr) is 29. Singer-songwriter Ben Rector is 29. Singer-songwriter Robert Ellis is
27. Actress Emma Stone is 27. Actress Mercedes Kastner is 26.
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Thought for Today: "The illiterate of the future will not be the person who
cannot read. It will be the person who does not know how to learn."  Alvin
Toffler, American writerfuturist (1928 ).

Got a story to share?

Got a story to share? A favorite memory of your AP days? Don't
keep them to yourself. Share with your colleagues by sending to Ye
Olde Connecting Editor. And don't forget to include photos!

Here are some suggestions:

- Spousal support - How your spouse helped in supporting your
work during your AP career. 
- My most unusual story - tell us about an unusual, off the wall
story that you covered.
- "My boo boos - A silly mistake that you make"- a chance to 'fess
up with a memorable mistake in your journalistic career.
- Multigenerational AP families - profiles of families whose service

spanned two or more generations.
- Volunteering - benefit your colleagues by sharing volunteer stories - with ideas on such
work they can do themselves.
- First job - How did you get your first job in journalism?
- Connecting "selfies" - a word and photo self-profile of you and your career, and what
you are doing today. Both for new members and those who have been with us a while.
- Life after AP for those of you who have moved on to another job or profession.
- Most unusual place a story assignment took you.
 
Paul Stevens
Editor
Connecting newsletter
stevenspl@live.com
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